
VMware Capitalizes on Opportunity 
for Tier-Two Solution Providers

The Challenge

After recognizing a majority of tier-two partners were not tapping into marketing 

incentives, VMware saw an opportunity to leverage market development funds (MDF), 

give incentives to smaller partners, and build an SMB pipeline. VMware needed an 

efficient and effective way to get lower-tiered partners to use MDF dollars.

The MarketStar Solution

To help VMware accomplish its objectives, MarketStar created the Pitch ‘n’ Pass 

program to reach these partners, as well as give VMware a better view of their broad 

channel. The solution lay in reaching out to existing product marketing teams within 

VMware. Realizing a little incentive could go a long way, the program used existing 

incentives to build a measurable pipeline of deals with tier-two solution providers; 

gain visibility into smaller, SMB deals; and gain a better understanding of which 

partners were primed for promotion.

 ”It’s very hard to get a smaller partner to use marketing funds. 
This is a way to give the guys who work just as hard - but just sell 
smaller deals - the same incentives as bigger partners.”
  - Devin Schiffmann, VMware program manager

MarketStar’s inside team strategically recruited partners for the program, chosen 

from more than 12,000 tier-two and unmanaged partners. The teams would fund 

the initial incentive, and in return, partners would push unique, value-add products 

through the program. Training would become a key program element because of the 

inclusion of these unique products, so this would give partners an opportunity to 

learn more about products that had not been moving in the SMB channel as well as 

the complete VMware ecosystem of products.

As leads became closed deals, the transactions were logged into the partner tracking 

system and incentives were awarded through VMware’s Sales Rewards Program.

MarketStar helps Incentivize, Train and Build an SMB Pipeline



Real Results for VMware 
The Pitch ‘n’ Pass program immediately exceeded 

expectations set by both organizations; creating $4.8 

million in net/new sales pipeline via 300 smaller partners, 

and was so successful the incentive is now offered to all 

VMware partners. Smaller partners are being recognized 

for their efforts, and receiving additional training on slow-

moving products. VMware is now better-equipped to make 

accurate channel projections. MarketStar has begun to 

recruit enterprise and Premiere Partners into the program. 

And since the program uses existing marketing funds, 

program costs have been kept to a minimum.

MarketStar is the industry leader in outsourcing Retail, Partner, and Direct sales motions for the 

world’s leading and emerging companies. MarketStar engages consumers, channel partners, and 

business to business buyers to increase sales by deploying field and inside sales teams, enabled with 

best-in-class technology and insights. MarketStar is a part of the Omnicom Group, Inc. (NYSE: OMC).

Logging these deals provided another benefit to 

VMware. The pipeline used to hit quota each quarter is 

based on previously registered deals. These deals are 

required to be valued at $10,000 or more. Recognizing 

that most solution providers in the broad channel are 

smaller companies dealing primarily with local SMBs, 

MarketStar identified the average deal size was actually 

$8,000 – just under the deal registration threshold. This 

gave VMware previously un-captured data to make better 

sales projections and the knowledge of which partners 

are emerging faster than others.


